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The synthesis and characterization of metal selenides have attracted considerable attention because of their 

brilliant application prospects. They are widely used as sensor and laser materials, optical recording materials, and 

thermoelectric cooling materials [1]. Layer-structured group III chalcogenides have highly anisotropic properties and 

are attractive materials for stable photocathodes and battery electrodes [2]. For the above-mentioned applications, 

varieties of techniques have been developed to prepare gallium selenides. The polycaproamide belongs to hydrophilic 

and semi-hydrophilic polymers that are capable of absorbing ions of various electrolytes from aqueous solutions. 

Therefore, the sorption–diffusion method for the formation of thin layers of metal selenides in the surface of polymer is 

more convenient [3, 4]. Using this method the thin layers of gallium selenide on polycaproamide substrate in two stages 

were formed. In the first stage, PA film were treated with the solution of the precursor. As selenium precursor the 

solution of potassium selenotrithyonate was used. During treatment the anions of lower selenopolythionate  

selenotrithionate, SeS2O6
2–, containing chains of divalent selenium atoms of low oxidation state, −O3SSeSO3− are 

sorbed by a polymer. In the second stage, polymer were treated with the solution of gallium sulphate. The main task of 

this work was to prove the suitability of seleniumized polycaproamide films with solution of K2SeS2O6 for formation the 

gallium selenide layers on polymer. 

The visual examination of the polymer films colour gave the first indications that the selenotrithionate ions are 

sorbed–diffused into the tapes: colourless PA tapes depending on the concentration of sorbed–diffused SeS2O6
2– ions 

gradually acquires transparent yellow and light red colour. The changing of polymer film colour to darkbrown after its 

treatment with the gallium sulphate solution indicate the formation of gallium selenide layers on the surface of a 

polymer by equation: 

3SeS2O6
2− + 2Ga3+ + 6H2O → Ga2Se3↓ + 6H2SO4 

The results of X−ray diffraction analysis confirmed the formation of gallium selenide layers in the surface of 

polyamide. The amount of gallium in the gallium selenide layers increases with the increasing of concentration, of 

temperature and of pH the solution of thallium salt. 
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